[Arterio-jugular difference of oxygen and intracranial pressure in comatose, head injured patients. II. Clinical correlations].
The ICP monitoring is currently used in the treatment of the head injured patients in order to avoid dangerous increases of the pressure and critical reduction of cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP). The cerebral blood flow is dependent on the CPP and is kept constant, under normal circumstances, by autoregulation. When autoregulation is impaired or overwhelmed oxygen delivery becomes uncoupled to the metabolic needs of cerebral tissue: in such a condition the rate of oxygen extraction changes and the artero-jugular difference for O2 (AVDO2) reflects this change. The AVDO2 can be used as an estimate of the CBF and can detect a situation of hyperemia (low AVDO2) or ischemia (high AVDO2). In 224 comatose head injured patients the ICP was measured using ventricular or subarachnoid catheters: the CPP was continuously assessed and the outcome was evaluated six months after the trauma. In 45 patients the AVDO2 was studied and the data were corrected for a PaCO2 of 40 mmHg and investigated. The severity of the ICP is decisive for the prognosis and, accordingly, the number of times the CPP is below 60 mmHg plays a major role in the outcome. The mortality rate was 21% for the patients without ICP greater than 20 mmHg and 54% for the patients with severe increases in ICP. The mean values of AVDO2 were low, ranging around 4.6 vol%; only 4 patients showed some temporary evidence of ischemia, as assessed by an AVDO2 greater than 8 vol%.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)